The Ballad of the
Last Lighterman
The Story of the Thames Lightermen
by John and Peter Daniel

In 1953 I began life as a 15 year old apprentice of the Company of Watermen and Lightermen of the River Thames. I
was following countless others who gone afloat since Henry
VIII founded the company in 1514. Our motto, ‘At the Command of Our Superiors’ was meant to remind us that however skilled we became as lightermen, our time on the river
would be ruled by nature, by the wind and tide. Although
this is undoubtedly true, I realise now over sixty years later
that another far more powerful force would influence my
time on the river. This was the power of money and the
overwhelming forces of globalisation, which ended our way
of life. When I was born in 1937, London was one of the great trading ports of the world. If you were a
Londoner the chances were you would know someone who depended on the river for their livelihood, as
there were over 6,000 lightermen and 20,000 dockers. By 2014 when our company celebrated its 500th
anniversary my granddaughter Lotte would be asked to explain to her class what a lightermen was, as
her teacher and never heard of them! I was shocked and saddened to hear this and this is why I am
grateful to Digital Works and their funders, The Heritage Lottery Fund, for allowing me and my son
Peter to tell this story. I will always believe that the destruction of the lighterage trade was short sighted. It could have provided an environmentally friendly means of transport for London into the 21st century, but the opportunity was destroyed by the greed of the docklands developers.
(Sydney) John Daniel

24th March 2016

This education pack accompanies a documentary film, ‘The Weekend Millionaires’ based around interviews of Thames lightermen undertaken by two London schools, Westminster Cathedral and St
George’s in 2015. The pack has been split into two parts. The first aims to allow children to find out
what watermen and lightermen were and can be followed by a fun ppt quiz, ‘Who Wants to be a
Weekend Millionaire?’ The final part combines historical enquiry, to meet the needs of the new KS 2
National Curriculum for history, and follows what happened to the London lightermen through the
story of John Daniel from his birth in 1937, through to his retirement in 1999. A list of questions for
this, linked to the numbered sources is available separately as a pdf on the website below:
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Well we listened to your stories

For The Port of London's dying

Of your days in Greenland Dock

Though she's been a grand old girl

Of barges full of rough goods

And Father Thames no longer

When you've been on the job-and-knock

Holds the shipping of the world

Of pockets full of money

They're filling in your docks

Earned for sitting on a barge

Knocking down your wharves and pubs

And how you are a race apart

They're selling all your barges

From people by and large

And scrapping all your tugs

Of hours you've spent in cafes and pubs

In their luxury apartments

Of Woodbines, tea and toast

That command a river view

Of turned up jeans and hobnailed boots

As they sip their dry Martinis

Form guide and winning post

Do they ever think of you?

Of the barmaids you've pulled

What do they know of Greenhithe

If only in a dream

Blackwall Point and Wapping Stairs

Of nights spent on the mucking

As they talk of liquidation

When tugs run out of steam

And watch their stocks and shares

But like the arrowsmiths and wheelwright

But still you'll have the last laugh

Yours is a dying trade

As they're hellbound for their sin

And each day you grow more bitter

It'll be so full of lightermen
The bankers won't get in.
Anon.

James Whistler 1875

Tate
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“My name is John Daniel and I am a proud Freeman
of the Company of Watermen and
Lightermen of the River Thames.”

“I worked on the Thames from 1953 until I retired in 1999. Soon there will be nobody left
to remember what this river meant to Londoners for five hundred years.”
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“Five generations before me worked on the water. After me that connection sadly ends.”

Sydney John Daniel
b1937
Lighterman
D 1994

“I’m sure I have the river in my veins as my family moved along the estuary towards London.”
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“In 1959 I became a Freeman of the Company of Lightermen and Watermen.”
Watermen carried passengers on the river. They were the
taxi drivers of old London. The congested streets meant
that the Thames was the most convenient highway for
people to use to get about.

Lightermen carried cargo between ships and the quayside.
The Pool of London was too shallow for many larger ships
to get alongside a quay to unload so lighters (barges) were
used to unload the ships in deeper water in the middle of
the river. Lightermen take their name from this process. of
‘lightening’ the ship.
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Model Museum of London
City Map Wikipaeidia

“There have been watermen and lightermen on
the Thames since Roman
times. Once they established Londinium the river
became the main highway
for moving people and
goods from the Estuary to
the city and beyond. The
use of ferries was the only
link across the River
Thames before the building of the first London
Bridge by the Romans.”
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“The Company of Watermen
& Lightermen celebrated their
500th anniversary in 2014.”

“The Company of Watermen was formed in
1514 in the reign of King Henry VIII. The
King had an interest in watermen as he
travelled to his palaces by river. In a further
Act of 1555 7 year apprenticeships were introduced. In 1700 the Lightermen
joined the Watermen’s Company.”

“The Royal Navy also relied on Thames watermen for providing trained men in time of
war. The watermen were not asked to volunteer-they were press-ganged or forced to
serve. My bargeman great grandad Friend
Daniel signed on for Queen Victoria’s navy
to escape poverty in 1855.”
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“In the 17th and 18th centuries waterman who plied for work along the stairs beside the
Thames became useful to the fire insurance companies who used them as firemen.”

“Companies Like
the Sun Fire insurance company issued the men with
badges to wear.”

“Soon all licensed
waterman wore
badges to identify
themselves.”
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SOUTH BANK

NORTH BANK

Hollar’s map of 1657 shows that London’s theatres were in Southwark This created a lot of trade for the Thames waterman carrying rich theatre goers from the north bank to the south. The importance of the watermen led to one actor,
Thomas Doggett establishing a race for first year freeman in 1715. Organised by Fishmonger’s Hall It is still raced to this
day-the oldest rowing race in the world from the Swan pub (London Bridge) to the Swan pub (Chelsea).
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On the 1stAugust 1715 a
notice on London Bridge
proclaimed,
“This being the day of His
Majesty’s (King George I)
accession to the Throne
there will be given by Mr.
Doggett an Orange coloured Livery with a Badge
representing Liberty to be
rowed for by Six Watermen that are out of their
time within the year past.
They are to row from London Bridge to Chelsea. It
will be continued on this
day forever”.

“In July 1953 I received my
indentures and became an
apprentice. Almost immediately I was asked by my
master Harry Brooks if I
wanted to row for Doggett’s Coat and Badge
when I became a freeman.
I decided not to as entering
the race required a lot of
dedication to train. We
worked long hours anyway
so if f it was the choice between rowing and going
down the coast on my motorbike the biking won
hands down.”

Actor Thomas Doggett
lived in Chelsea, and the
race would be from the
Swan public house
(London Bridge) to the
Swan public house
(Chelsea).

Martin Spencer pictured at Waterman’s Hall in 1970 in his Doggett’s coat and badge.
Martin worked with me at Humphrey and Grey.
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“In 1514 Henry VIII decided that watermen’s fares had to be regulated. Further regulations on apprenticeships and complaints followed and in 1555 a governing body, The
Waterman's Company was set up. Whilst there was only one bridge over the Thames
watermen held all the power. Read the story below you can see how they exploited that.
However, that all changed with the coming of the bridges.”

The Waterman's Company was based at Waterman’s Hall

Morning Post Thursday 6 September 1810

Miseries of London 1812 Thomas Rowlandson
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8
1066 - 1728

1950 - 1999

Roman bridge ...

50 BC

Old London Bridge ...

1209

Grosvenor Rail Bridge ...
London Bridge ...
Queen Elizabeth II Bridge ...

1967
1972
1991

2000 onwards

1729 - 1799
Old Putney Bridge ...
Old Westminster Bridge ...
Old Blackfriars Bridge ...
Old Battersea Bridge ...

1729
1750
1769
1772

Millennium Footbridge …
Hungerford Footbridge ...

2002
2003

1800 - 1849
Old Vauxhall Bridge ...
Old Waterloo Bridge ...
Old Southwark Bridge ...
Hammersmith Suspension ...
Kingston Bridge ...
London Bridge (Rennie) ...
Hungerford Suspension Bridge ...

1816
1817
1819
1827
1828
1831
1845

1850 - 1899
Old Chelsea Bridge ...
Victoria Bridge ...
Westminster Bridge ...
Old Lambeth Bridge ...
Battersea Railway Bridge ...
Blackfriars Rail Bridge (first) ...
Charing Cross Rail Bridge ...
Old Hampton Court Bridge ...
Cannon Street Rail Bridge ...
Blackfriars Bridge ...
Kew Railway Bridge ...
Old Wandsworth Bridge ...
Albert Bridge ...
Putney Bridge ...
Blackfriars Rail Bridge
Hammersmith Bridge ...
Putney Railway Bridge ...

1858
1860
1862
1862
1863
1864
1864
1865
1866
1869
1869
1873
1873
1886
(second) ... 1886
1887
1889

“By the mid 19th century the mass of new
bridges had taken away much of the watermen’s trade. Few bridges were built during my
time on the river. However, when I worked for
the P.L.A. on their launch, MV Haven Gore, I was
involved in the surveying work for the last major bridge, the Queen Elizabeth II Bridge at
Dartford, which I photographed in 1990 (above)
before I retired in 1999 with MV Haven Gore
(below).”

1900 - 1949
Kew Bridge ...

1903

Vauxhall Bridge ...

1906

Richmond Railway Bridge ...

1908

Southwark Bridge ...

1921

Hampton Court Bridge ...

1931

Lambeth Bridge ...

1932

Chiswick Bridge ...

1933
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“For more than 1,500 years, from Roman times until a timber bridge was built at Putney
in 1729, London only ever had one bridge — London Bridge.”

“London is the most-bridged river in any
major city. There are 18 road bridges, 9
rail bridges and 3 footbridges. As an
apprentice I had to know every bridge
in order and also where the safest place
was to pass beneath. This was something we were tested on when we were
examined at Waterman’s Hall.”
London’s Bridges www.engineering-timelines.com
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In 1558, 20 ‘Legal Quays’ were established between London Bridge and the Tower of London. Legal Quays were where all foreign goods
had to be landed and checked. These quays were privately owned so development of the port was difficult. Access to the city along the
narrow medieval streets added to delays so that by the 1790s, ships could wait three months to unload. As goods left on the wharves
could be stolen or damaged cargoes like spices, tea and cloth belonging to the East India Company had to moor at Deptford and employ
lightermen to take their goods into the city by barge.

Thomas Luny, The Pool of London, 1801–1810
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UP RIVER

DOWN RIVER

London’s Docks

West India Dock
1802

London Docks
Wapping
1805

East India Dock
1806

St Katherine’s Dock
1828

Royal Victoria Dock
1859

Royal Albert Dock
1880

Surrey Docks
1859

Tilbury Docks
1886

Before the 17th century, London didn’t go eastwards beyond the Tower. Ships arrived in the Pool of London, near the Tower, and waited
to be unloaded. As the river became increasingly overcrowded in the late 18th and early 19th century, the first docks began to be built.
The first was the West India Dock. London’s docks continued to develop throughout the 19th and the first half of the 20th centuries.
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Imperial Federation, Map of the World Showing the Extent of the British Empire in 1886 Public Domain
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West India Docks 1810, Thomas Rowlandson RMG

The Free Water Clause The dock owners were intent on charging the lightermen for accessing the docks, but the West India Dock Act of 1799, and each subsequent Act, had the
‘free water clause’ inserted into it, giving lightermen access to the docks without charge.

“A lighterman didn’t need a motor to get in and out of dock he used his skill with an
oar and his knowledge of the tides to ‘drive’ barge in and out of the busy docks.”
Barge driving Soutwark Archives
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“The dock companies had little notice of a ship’s arrival and so were keen on having a large workforce
available without having to pay them when the work dried up. East London grew because of this.”

The London Encyclopaedia

As a result, a ‘casual’ or call-on’ system was
adopted, whereby a number of times a day,
workers would congregate at each of the
docks and a foreman would select which
ones to hire, often for less than a few hours
at a time, based on the availability of work.

Dockers wait on the stones
for the call on.

Museum of London
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The Great Dock Strike of 1889- known as the fight for the Dockers Tanner– gained dockers a minimum
wage of 6d a day. Lighterman joined this strike to try and improve their own conditions. A lighterman
at the time was quoted: ‘It ought to be known that even after we have been at work for four or five
nights and should then happen to ask for a night’s rest, we are likely to be discharged.’ These hours
made young men grow old quickly. The men struck for a 12 hour day and won thanks to their leader
Harry Gosling and the help and support of Catholic Cardinal of Westminster Henry Manning.

“Older men always impressed on us the importance of the union and very few
men ever refused to obey a strike call. Those that did were never allowed to
forget their treachery. When I started work in 1953 there was a tug skipper called ‘Black Joe,’
who had ‘blacklegged’ or worked during the General Strike of 1926 nearly 30 years before.”
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7.9.1940
The Docks
are hit in
the Blitz as
I shelter at
home in
Bexleyheath

1940s

WW2 1939-45

1930s

born
Bexleyheath
3.12 1937
named
Sydney John Daniel

1966-67
End of Casual
System and
Lighterage Pool

1967
PLA closes
East India
Dock
1968
Surrey and St
Katherine’s
Docks

1972
PLA closes
Royal Docks
LDDC formed

1981

1965

1980
Humphrey
and Grey
bought by
Kuwaiti
Investment
Group

2012

1999

1988

1990s

Retire from
PLA as QE2
Bridge ,
London Eye
built.

1999

Millennium
Dome built and
later renamed
the O2

Canary
Wharf
built

Join PLA
Hydropgraphic
Service

2000s

Barges involved in
building of London
Olympic stadium .
Olympics boosts East
London property
boom.
1985-87

Retrain
as docker
at Tilbury
but no
work

1983

1980s

1982
Humphrey
and Grey
closed by
Kuwaiti
career as
lighterman
ended

1984

Banking Boom in City 1986

Hays Wharf
redeveloped
as Hays
Galleria
shopping
centre

Dock Strike
against
containerisation

Simon

1967

Thatcher PM 1979

PLA closes
West India
and
Millwall

1976-80

Pentonville 5

Peter

1969

1970s

Britain joins EEC 1973

1960s
Freedowm 1959

Nicholas

1969

Children born

Lucy

Married
Patricia Seaby
24.3.1962
moved to live in
Chelsea SW3

National Service
in
Cyprus with
Royal Engineers

1956-58

Twos 1955

1950s

Suez Crisis 1956

1953
Left school
anda was
apprenticed
with Humphrey &
Grey Lighterage
Ltd at Hays Wharf
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“I was born on the

3rd December 1937.

My Mum and Dad

had moved from

Forest Gate in the

East End a few years

before I was born, so I

grew up near Erith on

the south side of the

River Thames.”
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Hays Wharf 1937 PLA Museum of London

“Above is how Hays Wharf looked the year I was born. It looked just the same when I started work there in 1953. It’s a shopping
centre for tourists now called the Hays Galleria-obviously Wharf wasn’t grand enough for them!”

Hays Galeria 2016 John Daniel
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“They're filling in your docks,
Knocking down your
wharves and pubs
They're selling all your barges
And scrapping all your tugs.”

Hays Dock Passage 1937 Museum of London

Hays Galleria 2016 Peter Daniel
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“Away to starboard
on the beach thousands of men lined up
in companies, columns and groups,
down to the water's
edge. Others sheltering in the sand dunes
as the Germans
bombed the beach.”
Bill Clark
Thames Lighterman

Dunkirk evacuation May 1940 Imperial War Museum

Lightermen volunteered to man some of the 700 little ships that sailed to Dunkirk between 26 May -4 June 1940 as part of Operation Dynamo. They rescued more than
338,000 soldiers trapped by the Germans on the beaches at Dunkirk during WW2 .
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Lightermen found themselves on the front line when the German Luftwaffe targeted the Royal Docks and the Woolwich Arsenal on the first day
of the Blitz, 7 September 1940.

Royal Docks

London Metropolitan Archives

Woolwich Arsenal
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Mum and I, Bexleyheath, 1940

The Daniel family outside their Anderson shelter 1940

Blitz from Tower Bridge 7.7.1940 Imperial War Museum
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Blitz on London 7.9.1940 Imperial War Museum

The Blitz began with a mass daylight raid
on London's docks and the East End from
5pm on 7 September 1940 (‘Black Saturday’). Over 250 German aircraft dropped
625 tons of high explosive bombs and
thousands of incendiaries. The attack persisted into the early hours of 8 September. 436 civilians were killed; 1,600 were
seriously injured. Nine miles of London’s
docklands, wharves and closely-packed
warehouses from Tower Bridge to Woolwich were set ablaze.

“My dad Bill worked repairing ships at
R & H Green & Siley Weir in the Royal
Docks He cycled to work from our
house in Bexley heath throughout the
Blitz and when he came home served
as an air raid warden.”

R & H Green & Siley Weir
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“I was very close to my brother Brian as we were both evacuated together to escape the Blitz. When we came home after the war ended we joined the

Erith Riverside c.1950
Bexley Local Studies and Archives

Sea Scouts at Erith. This was run by an old lighterman named Jim Coles. He taught us skills we would both need as lightermen when we left school.”

With my brother Brian Broadstairs 1947

Erith Sea Scouts 1950
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My Grandad

My Dad

William George

William Giles

Daniel

Daniel

Knight’s employees at Doust’s Yard Rochester c 1925 John Daniel

“My grandad was a manager of a lighterage firm
called J.P. Knight that worked on both the Medway
and the Thames. He couldn’t apprentice me as he ran
Knight’s on the Medway and wasn't a Freeman of the
River Thames. He organised for me to be bound to
his good friend Harry Brooks, who ran Knight’s
Thames operations. Most apprentices were bound to
their own fathers and many lightermen could trace
their ancestry on the river back hundreds of years.
Some didn’t like ‘outsiders’ becoming freeman. They
would constantly ask me ‘Who’s your father?’ I
wouldn’t accept this and always told them they wereThis is me as a 15 year old apprentice

n’t fit to lace my dad’s boots!”
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“To become an apprentice you had to be
between the ages of 14 and 20. I was 15
when I was bound to my master Harry
Brooks who was a friend of my grandad
Bill. I had to show my birth certificate to
prove my age and then Harry took me to
get my indentures. I was so nervous
standing before the Master of Waterman’s hall in the City that I misspelt my
own name! I never used Sydney as everyone knew me as John but had to sign with
my full legal name and put an’I’ in Sydney
instead of a ‘y.’ Afterwards they tore the
document in two and you can see my half
of my indentures on this page. Harry was
now responsible for my training . I had
two years before I had to return to Waterman’s Hall with Harry where I would have
to prove to the Company that I was competent enough to be given a provisional
license. I then had 5 years before I would
return to the hall for my final examination. Everything depended on that as if I
was successful, they would give me my
'freedom' i.e a full license to work on the
Thames as a Waterman and Lighterman.”
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The Apprentice Room at Waterman’s Hall
“Can you imagine what it felt like
to be a 15 year old boy standing in
front of the Master of Waterman’s
Hall? He sat there in his grand
chair dressed like Henry VIII and
scared the life out of me. Now you
can understand why I messed up
my signature-I was so nervous!
Harry got me a job with Humphrey
and Grey Lighterage Ltd, one of the
oldest companies on the river.
According to the indentures Harry
had to make sure I behaved myself,
did not frequent taverns or get
married without his permission. He
was also supposed to feed, clothe ,
find lodgings and generally look
after me. From this you can see
why it was normally a boy’s father
who took on the role of master.”
The Master of Waterman’s Hall
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“Harry gave me a list of

key points on the river

to remember for when I

returned to Water-

men’s Hall for my

“twos”-the exam on

the second anniversary

of my apprenticeship.”
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“On my first day at work I was taken to the ‘Pie Shop’ the H.Q. of The Watermen,
Lightermen, Tugmen and Bargemen’s Union. Nobody worked without possessing a
union card. Harry impressed on me that loyalty to the union was the first thing I
had to learn and that a strike call should never be ignored or broken.”
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Harry taught me to drive (row) a barge with an oar we called a sweep. It was
a real art as you had to use the tide to help you. I had to master the art as it
would be part of my test for my 2 years licence. My first time I took our driving barge, The Whippet from Battle Bridge Roads by the Tower to Nine Elms,
Battersea. I scraped a few bridges but got their and back in one piece.”

Humphrey and Grey
kept a small barge
called the Whippet
near Tower Bridge for
driving. Its now been
converted to sail and is
based at Upnor, Kent.
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John Daniel 1953

‘Sir John.’
“At Humphrey and Grey the new apprentices would
begin as tug boys. General dogsbodies to you and
me! I went aboard their tug ‘Sir John.”

John Barrett

“The Skipper’s first words to me, “ When the kettle boils make us all a cuppa John.”
Lightermen ran on a mixture of tea, beer and bacon sandwiches. There was always a lot
of waiting time as a lighterman so you got to know the best pubs and cafes in London.
We could cater well for ourselves as we carried tea bacon and eggs so could rustle up
our own grub. We were allowed to keep the ‘sweepings’ the tea from bags that had split
but the bacon and eggs were ‘perks’. In 1953 rationing hadn’t stopped yet and we were
all on seaman’s rations which meant we always ate well.”
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“Humphrey and Grey’s H.Q. was Hays Wharf, which was known as the ‘Larder of London’ as it
handled so much meat and dairy from Commonwealth countries like New Zealand and Australia.”
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Extract from Navy League Map of the British Empire 1924

“When I was at school in Erith we had a map on the wall that showed all of the countries of the British Empire coloured

in red. We were told that ‘the sun never set on the British Empire.’ When I started work at Hays Wharf its no exaggera-

tion to say that most of us working on the river depended for our living on those red coloured countries as most of the
meat and dairy passing through Hays Wharf came from New Zealand and Australia”
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Manchester Guardian, 31 January 1953

“When I began my time on the river we often had to deal with pea souper fogs, not so bad in central London as you could make out the bank
but where the river was wider you had to moor up and wait until it lifted. These fogs were caused by London ‘s coal fires, a fuel brought to
the city by the river. After the "Great Smog" of 1953 caused 12,000 deaths the government passed the Clean Air Act (1956) which forced
Londoners to give up their coal fires and put the first nail in the lighteraae trade’s coffin.”
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“Before my apprenticeship I got a temp job on the ‘Henry Ward,’ (below), which was one of the
Thames sludge boats that carried sewage from Beckton or Crossness for dumping in the Estuary.”

“Due to the sewage all the barges had a grey tide mark of pollution around them in the 50s so you didn’t
want to fall in. If you did you had to have your stomach pumped! Luckily the nearest I got to going in was
right towards the end of my career. By then the river was very clean. Most things have changed for the
worse on the river, but the filthy water and air that we lived with then are thankfully well in the past.”
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In 1800 professional bandits such as the River
Pirates, the Light Horsemen, the Heavy Horseman and the Mudlarks stole £800,000 of
goods from the open river.

A docker is
searched
for stolen
cargo as he
leaves the
dock

“All of us had a
Lighterman’s padlock Museum of London

padlock to lock up
barges for security
when they were
left with valuable
cargoes.”

“Of course cargo regularly went ‘missing.’ That’s why the docks had
their own police. Some men went to amazing lengths to smuggle
stuff out. We had one man with a false leg. I’d see him at London
Bridge station in the morning and on the way home his leg always
grew a few inches. One day he stole a leg of lamb and the meat began to thaw and left a pool of blood on the platform!”
“Humphrey and Grey was involved in quay lighterage, which could involve handling valuable bonded
cargos like spirits that would pay customs duties before leaving the dock. Until it left everything had
to be kept under lock and key in bonded barges sealed with metal bars and a custom seal. One day in
the West India dock I took over a barge loaded with spirits from another lighterman, who’d gone
away on holiday. We had a police raid and they found three stolen bottles in the cabin of the barge. I
was taken to the Police station and faced prosecution, but luckily they found the other lighterman’s
finger prints on the bottles so I was released.”
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Rhino landing craft landing cargo at Normandy 1944

Imperial War Museum

Ted Hunt

“All of us apprentices had to go to the Lighterman’s School at the City & East London College in Hackney. This was to learn about navigation and watermanship.
and all of us were taught by Ted Hunt. Ted was a hero of D-Day (6.6.1944) where
he commanded a team of fellow Thames lightermen who were all part of the
Royal Engineers (IWT) section. They handled the Rhino landing craft on Gold
Beach. In four months these landing craft put ashore 93,000 tanks, guns and
vehicles and 440,000 tons of military stores.”
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“As an apprentice I had to be at Hays Wharf last thing at night to collect
customs documents to be delivered to wharves in the Pool of London.”

SS Cyprian Prince

Prince Line

“These documents are from the Prince Line which carried trans-Atlantic
cargos. On leaving New York the Chief Officer had to sign for receipt of each
part of the cargo loaded-in this case 20 cases of surgical instruments.”
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“Lighterage companies would
tender with the shipping
companies to take the cargo
from the ship to a suitable
wharf where it could be sent
on by rail or road to its final
destination.
Lightermen from various
companies would jostle for
position around the side of
the ship (left) whilst gangs of
dockers, assisted by cranes
took the ship’s cargo from its
hold and loaded it on to the
waiting barges.”

“A lighterman’s job was to supervise the loading of his barge so that he could minimise
damage to the cargo. This sometimes put him in conflict with gangs of dockers whose
wages were dependent on how fast they could unload the ship. Cargo was tallied off and
any damage noted.”
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“ You can see from this stowage plan for the Prince Line
that different holds in the ship
took different cargos. Quite
logically the cargo stored in the
upper holds of the ship were
destined for the first ports of
call in this case Halifax in Canada and those at the bottom for
the last stop, Savannah in the
south of the U.S.A.”
How about trying out one of
the geography problems Ted
Hunt set us at Lighterage
school?”
“If a ship loading with cases of
surgical instruments heading
to the Indian Ocean via the
Suez Canal what order (1-4)
would the cargo be loaded for
these destinations?”
Place

Order

Calcutta (Kolkata)
Aden (Yemen)
Durban
Bombay (Mumbai)
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“At Lighterage school Ted
taught us the importance of
stowing a cargo properly. A
barge was divided up into 2
or 3 rooms and each barge
had a maximum load. You
tried to load a barge from
the stern room first and
work your way through the
barge one room at a time.”
“If you were carrying heavy cargos like the
copper ingots (shown in the picture right) the
barge would lie very low in the water. If you
didn’t load her evenly you could easily sink
her. A poorly loaded cargo could also be lethal if it shifted. Many lightermen were killed
or seriously injured in my time on the river. In
1959 19 men died in accidents at work.”

“You had to be good at maths if you
were a lighterman as you had to calculate how many cases or cartons
could be stored in each bay of a
barge.

How about trying out one of the sums Ted set us at the Lighterage school?
“If the barge you are loading has a capacity of 6010 cases and has 28 bays How many
cases can be loaded into each bay? You will need to use your long division skills to find
the answer to the sum below.”
______
28) 6010
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SS Addick

Cases of instruments

Aden

560

Cases of instruments

Bombay

1290

Cases of instruments

Calcutta

1760

Cases of instruments

Durban

John Daniel

2600

John Daniel

“Can you calculate how many bays will be needed on our barge to store the cases destined for each of the cities shown below? You should have already calculated how many
cases can be stored in a bay.
Place

Total of

Bays taken

cases

up

Aden (Yemen)

560

Bombay (Mumbai)

1290

Calcutta (Kolkata)

1760

Durban

2600

Bays are the inner framework of
the barge-its skeleton.

“From your calculations shade in the barge bays on p.48 to show how many bays each
destination will take up. Pick a different colour for each place.”
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Use 4 colours to shade in how many bays each destination will use in the barge .
Bays are the steel frames of the barge
its skeleton. This barge has 28 bays

The barge above has 2 ‘rooms’ and you can see the bays or beams that form the skeleton of the barge.
A lighterman used these as a rough guide to the capacity of the barge and to help him load the cargo
evenly. This barge has 14 bays in each room, 28 in total.

Room 1 Room 2

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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“ We were taught to load a barge from the stern evenly outwards so she would trim
nicely in the water. If she was loaded down at the bow she wouldn’t tow well.”


Can you test whether the advice John was given is the best way of loading a barge?

Stern

Bow

Centre

Fixed
Budget

Room

(rudder)

Room

You will need to get the following items for your experiment:

10 egg plastic carton

scissors

Bag of marbles

Basin of water

(You can get these
from Iceland
supermarket)
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I set up a Lighterage school in my back garden and apprenticed my granddaughters Ruby
and Lotte Daniel. Follow their instructions and learn why we stowed a barge as we did.

1) Use your scissors to create in effect
two barges, one with bays (egg cases)
and one without (the lid).

Bow

Stern
2) Drop marbles into the lid

3) Drop marbles into the egg cups barge and load evenly from

barge and record how many

the stern to the bow. Record how many marbles it takes to sink.

marbles it takes to sink it.

4) Describe how the design of each barges effects its loading.

Results
Barge

Marbles

How did the design of each barge effect its performance?

Lid
Egg Cup
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“We knew many knots but one we used all the time
was the bowline, it really was the lighterman’s knot as
you needed it for mooring up and had to learn to throw
your looped rope like a cowboy.”

Could you learn
how to tie and
“Get hold of a length of rope and
follow these illustrations you will
understand it much better than by
a description alone. In A the rope is
shown with a bight or cuckold's
neck formed with the end over the
standing part. Pass A back through
the bight, under, then over, then
under, as shown in B, then over and
down through the bight, as shown
in C and D, and draw taut, as in E.”

throw a bowline?
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John’s journey from
Libya to Cyprus
1956

Pay Day iat Limassol, Cyprus 1957

“During my apprenticeship I had to do National Service. In 1956 I found myself in Libya with a group of
Thames lightermen serving with the Royal Engineers Inland Water Transport (IWT) section. The Egyptians
had nationalised the Suez canal and we had sent paratroops to recapture it to protect British interests. I
was in Libya, waiting to be ordered to Port Said to take over operating the port, when the Americans humiliated Britain by ordering us to leave. We were given 10 days to get out of Libya and I was ordered as an
18 year old to take our tug Pay Day across the Mediterranean from Tobruk, Libya to Limassol Cyprus.”
“Cyprus was a beautiful place to work
afloat for a lad used to war ravaged London. However it was struggling for independence from Britain and we were on
the sharp end of that with many British
soldiers killed by the E.O.K.A. terrorists.”

John (far right) ith fellow Thames lighterman on Pay Day in Cyprus

John enjoying the crystal clear waters of the Mediterranean
Sapper John Daniel (right) This picture appeared in the local paper back home.
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“What I didn’t realise when we were kicked out

of Suez in 1956 was that this was the very mo-

ment that the Empire ended, the very same Em-

pire whose trade through London gave me and

every other lightermen on the Thames a job.”
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When I finished National Service I only had a year to go
before my seven year apprenticeship ended and I became
a Freeman. I went up to Hays Wharf to see Charlie Taylor,
our foreman at Humphrey and Grey, but he told me that
the company would not be taking me back and I would
have to ‘Go on the Pool’-(become a casual unattached
lighterman with no regular employer). If you look at the
wages (p58) you can see why– I was soon to become a
Freeman and would earn more than an apprentice!
Many of my fellow lightermen were former IWT and they
were furious with my shabby treatment. They unanimously agreed to strike unless Humphrey and Grey took me
back. Charlie backed down and this reminded me of what
Every National serviceman
had to do 3 1/2 yearsi in
reserve which meant you
could be called to serve at

Harry Brooks told me about lightermen being a band of
brothers who looked after each other and why belonging
to the union was so vital.”

any time

You can see belowmy money halved on the pool.

“The casual system in the docks ended in 1967. This is my diary for that
year showing one of the last sessions I did on the unattached pool. The
union made sure that everyone did time on the pool to share out the
available work as money on the pool was terrible.
In August 1960 there were 4083 lightermen with approximately 1100
permanent (full time employees) with one firm. About 95 per cent of the
rest were "attached man" like me who normally worked for one company but were not full time employees and if there was no work were laid
off and went into the pool until work could be found.”
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“On the Queen’s official birthday in June we were all given the day off as the docks closed. This was an excuse for ‘a beano.’ Everyone in

Humphrey and Grey would club together for a coach which would take us to Margate accompanied by several crates of beer. We would

find ourselves in Dream Land on the sea front where we would meet lightermen from all the other firms who’d organised similar trips. Not

Margate Beano 1959

many companies do that today but working on the river developed a comradeship, a brotherhood that I’ve rarely seen elsewhere.”

John Daniel circled on his 1959 beano to Margate. The word beano supposedly originates from the
work bean-fest which was an annual dinner given by an employer to his workmen. In the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, the bean-feast often took the form of a trip to some beauty spot, where
the meal and lots of drink were provided
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In 1959 I proudly became a Freeman of the Company of Watermen and Lightermen of the River Thames. Immediately I

got a hefty pay rise. Life was good joining the ranks of what girls in docklands called , The Weekend Millionaires.”
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“My freedom on the Thames allowed me to work from Teddington
Lock in the west to Lower Hope Point, near Gravesend in the east. ”
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In riverside communities like Greenwich, us lightermen were
known as the aristocracy of the river, ‘The Weekend Millionaires.’ Our seven year apprenticeship set us apart as skilled men
from the dockers who loaded ships. We worked long hours –
often a six day week with little time to spend our money. When
we collected our pay packets on Saturday lunchtime we were
ready to spend it on Saturday night. Lighterman were proud of
their appearance and would buy the best suits to look the part
for these nights out. Local girls were well aware that lighterman
were ‘ a good catch’ and would eagerly attend Lighterman’s
dances at places like Greenwich Town Hall. I met my wife Pat in
1960 at Greenwich Yacht Club. She fell in the river and like a
gentleman I drove her home in my flash Riley car like a proper
Weekend Millionaire should!”
Pat Seaby and
John Daniel
pose by John’s
Riley saloon.

Wedding Day
Chelsea 1963
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The Watermen and Lightermen’s coat of arms
says; ‘At the Command of Our Superiors.’ What
this was meant to remind us was that however
good a lightermen you were, you would always
be at the mercy of the weather and tides. We all
knew men who were injured or died because of
the natural hazards of our trade.”
In 1989 51 people drowned in the Marchioness disaster. Working for P.L.A.I was
involved in the sad task of recovering the bodies.
This led to the introduction of an
EU Boatman’s
License that ended
the old 7 yr
apprenticeship.”
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“I was shocked to find recently that my great great grandfather Robert’s life fell apart
following a tragic accident on the river. He ended up in Chatham Workhouse and then
was sent to Barming asylum where the medical records recorded his sad story.”

All day he imagines he is on his barge, is continually talking about it, believes the
sheets are sails, has an Epithelioma* on neck and an old sore on forehead, and is continually pulling off the dressing. He has an old un-united fractured pelvis.’ *skin cancer
Robert probably fractured his pelvis as a bargeman. The
huge rudder on a sailing barge was held at hip level and
may have smashed his pelvis by swinging against him in a
deep swell. To avoid Robert’s fate a Lightermens’ Benevolent Fund was set up to help the aged, sick and injured.
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“A container is a large metal box that can be stuffed with cargo like putting clothes
into a suitcase. Containerisation destroyed the lighterage trade and led to the closure
of London’s docks.“

“There was now no need for dock
warehouses since the container provided its own protection. Ships could
unload to lorries directly and cut out much of the handling we’d done.”
“In the 1960s the amount of goods
handled in the Port of London
reached record levels. Yet in 1967
the docks began to close. Containerisation was the main reason but
also the rise of European trade and
foreign container ports like Rotterdam. I’d taken part in many strikes
since I started on the river in 1953,
but the 1972 Strike against containerisation was the most bitter. The
The Pentonville Five were five shop stewards jailed in July 1972 for

government even arrested the lead-

refusing to stop picketing a East London container depot. Their release

ers of our strike and sent them to

averted a general strike, but the war against containerisation was lost.

prison.”
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“Major Ports in the EU 2007
Freight in millions of tonnes

“After we opted to stay in the Common Market

(now the European Union) after a vote in 1975

more and more trade left London to be handled

at the new container ports in mainland Europe.

Trade with the Commonwealth was damaged

by European preference and that devastated

the ‘Larder of London’ Hays Wharf.”
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“Being a lightermen was more than just a job, it was a way of life. A group of lightermen determined
to keep the skills of our ancient trade alive formed T.O.W. –Transport on Water and were supported by
Greenwich M.P. Alan Lee Williams (inset) to campaign to keep trade on the Thames. As an exlighterman Alan tried to promote the river by founding the Thames Barge Driving Race in 1975. The
race (below) had its 40th anniversary race in 2015.”
The tug Kent was launched by my grandad Bill at Rochester in 1948.
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“ I honestly believe that not using the Thames to transport cargo into London has been a disaster for
the city. The tugs and barges have been scrapped and replaced by polluting container lorries when
alternatives to using lorries such as LASH and SEABEE barges could have given lighterage a future.”
“The LASH barges (Lighters Aboard SHip) gave
us hope that we could keep our jobs and compete with the lorry based container system.
Lash craft were effectively floating cargo containers. Humphrey and Grey invested in new
powerful tugs like the Grey Lash to get the contract to tow them. We could tow six 400 tonne
lash craft from Gravesend up to central London
instead of sixty 40 tonne lorries belching out
diesel fumes that do the job today.”

“The Sea Bee, (Sea Barges) were also floating
containers but much bigger than the lash craft
weighing 1000 tonnes each. They had a lifting
system located at the stern of the carrier ship,
To be honest they were so big most of the
Thames tugs struggled to handle them as they
were not powerful enough. However, with a
powerful fleet of tugs we could have taken
thousands of tonnes of cargo off of London’s
streets.”

Table 1: Freight lifted by mode on journeys
to, from and within London, 2012
Carbon pollutionin Million Tonnes

“The shame is that this
environmentally friendly
way of bringing cargo
into London wasn’t really given the chance to
succeed. Partly this was
because by the time
they came on the scene
in the 1980s all of the
docks in London that
could handle them were
being closed.”
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The Grey Lash was bought to handle the new giant floating
containers known as lash craft which came from the U.S.A.

“By 1980 there were only ten
lighterage firms left. For a
while this worked in our favour
as we picked up contracts from
the firms that went out of business. Humphrey and Grey had
been devastated by the collapse in trade with the Commonwealth but things picked
up when the firm invested in
new tugs like The Grey Lash.
To get further investment our
firm sold out to the Kuwait
Investment Group in 1980.
However they had no interest
in our company, just the land
we owned. On November 26th
1982 the Kuwaitis shut our
firm, which had been on the
river since 1763. They soon
converted ‘The Larder of London’ into offices, shops and a
private hospital. The rest of
docklands soon followed.”

“I used to park my motorbike underneath the grand old art deco HQ at Hays Wharf as an
apprentice. Back then I would bump in to men munching on a bacon sandwich, drinking a
cuppa as thick as engine oil, or smoking a woodbine. Today on my rare visits up to town myold haunts swarm with tourists, bankers and well heeled patients of the exclusive London
Bridge Hospital.”
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John Daniel (centre) on his last day at
Humphrey and Grey, November 26th, 1982.
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John Daniel pictured on his last day as a lightermen loading
ballast at Plumstead, Nov 26b1982

Under the Dock Labour
scheme the Port of London Authority had to find
work for us when Humphrey and Grey closed in
1982. They didn’t really
want us as they didn’t
have enough work for the
dockers they already had.
We were offered £25,000,
a huge sum of money in
1982, to give up our registration and leave the Port
of London altogether.
Many who did this moved
to working on the pleasure boats. I still had a
young family and didn’t
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“We dealt with the end of the company the way men on the river had dealt
with adversity for years. We went
down the pub! I always remember
lighterman Georgie Turner leading
everyone in a sing song around the
piano. It’s something lightermen did in
my grandad’s day. They were such
good patrons of the music halls that
the performers sang songs like Lighterman Tom of Tilbury Town.”

“As a lighterman you often had a lot of waiting
around to do. Waiting for a ship to unload or for a
tide to turn. Inevitably with a few hours to kill every
lightermen learnt the best cafes and pubs from
Teddington to Gravesend.”
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“Working as a docker at Tilbury was soul destroying. I wanted another lighterage job, but eventually I gave up my registration and severance money and joined the Port of London Authority
Hydrographic Survey making river maps aboard MV Haven Gore.”

“ I’d seen MV Haven Gore in 1965 when it carried Churchill along
the Thames to his state funeral. I’ll never forget how the cranes
of Hays Wharf dipped to salute the wartime PM.”
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“The only lighterage work left on the river now are the Cory rubbish barges, so there’s almost nothing
left of our trade. Our story is kept alive in the Museum of London Docklands, which opened in 2003 in
an old sugar warehouse at West India Dock, a short walk from the huge Canary Wharf tower. I went
along when it opened with my son Nick, who by then was working at Canary Wharf for the Financial
Services Authority. To stand there together looking at my past in an area that represented my son’s
future reminded me that I would be the last of my family to earn his living from the river.”

Dockers memorial by the Olympic Stadium, Stratford
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.

“In their luxury apartments that command a river view, As they sip their dry Martinis do they ever think of you?”
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“Flats near Humphrey and Grey’s old base at Hays Wharf now sell for £13,500,000 and I hear a new pub named ‘The Lighterman’ is

named after ‘Victorian era workers.’ (obviously I’m already a museum piece!). This is the new docklands. Seeing all this makes me sad.”
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View down river from London Bridge

Beneath Waterloo Bridge

Walking Over London Bridge

Pictures from Museum of London Bridge exhibition 2014
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Waterman’s Hall, was built in 1780 and is situated in St Mary At Hill, close by the Thames.
The hall remains the only original Georgian Hall left in the City of London.

